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Embedding clustering of different location encoding models: 
(a)-(d) baselines (e)-(f) Space2Vec
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Unsupervised Text Encoding
Position Encoding: encode word positions with sinusoid functions of different frequencies

Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) BERT (Devlin et al.,  2019)



Unsupervised Text Encoding
Position Encoding: encode word positions in sentences with multiple sinusoid functions with 
different frequencies

BERT (Devlin et al. 2019)



Unsupervised Text Encoding

Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013)1 BERT (Devlin et al. 2019)

1http://mccormickml.com/2016/04/19/word2vec-tutorial-the-skip-gram-model/

http://mccormickml.com/2016/04/19/word2vec-tutorial-the-skip-gram-model/


Unsupervised Location Encoding 

Geo-aware Image Classification (Mac Aodha et al., 2019)

1. Radial Basis Function (RBF)

● choosing the correct scale is challenging
● Need to memorize the training samples

3. Directly feed the coordinates into a FFN 
(inductive single-scale location encoder)

● hard to capture fine grained distributions

2. Tile-based approaches (Berg at al. 2014): 
discretize the study area into regular grids

● choosing the correct scale is challenging
● does not scale well in terms of memory



Key challenge for location encoding
● Joint modeling distributions with very different characteristics 
● => multi-scale location representations

Women’s Clothing 
(Clustered Distribution)

Education
(Even Distribution)

Renormalized Ripley’s K 
for different POI types



Grid Cell Based Multi-Scale Location Encoding

Stensola et al. (2012)
Gao et al. (2019)

● Grid cells in mammals provide a multi-scale 
periodic representation that functions as a metric 
for location encoding.

● It can be simulated by summing three cosine 
grating functions oriented 60  degree apart (a 
simple Fourier model of the hexagonal lattice). Mean grid spacing for all modules 

(M1–M4) in all animals (colour-coded)



Space2Vec

Given a location x:



Point of Interest Type Classification



Geo-Aware Image Classification

Arxiv paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.00824                                                     GitHub Repo: https://github.com/gengchenmai/space2vec

(Mac Aodha et al., 2019)
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Geo-Aware Image Classification

Our multi-scale location encoding (grid and theory) can outperform 1) RBF (rbf); 
2) tile-based approaches (tile); 3) single-scale location encoding (wrap).
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